Accumulating research suggests that the pro-inflammatory cytokine interleukin-1β 2 (IL-1β) has a modulatory effect on the hippocampus, a brain structure important for 3 learning and memory as well as linked with both psychiatric and neurodegenerative 4 disorders. Here, we use an imaging genetics strategy to test an association between an 5 IL-1β polygenic score, derived from summary statistics of a recent genome-wide 6 association study (GWAS) of circulating cytokines, and hippocampal volume, in two 7 independent samples. In the first sample of 512 non-Hispanic Caucasian university 8 students (274 women, mean age 19.78 ± 1.24 years) from the Duke Neurogenetics 9
Introduction 22
The hippocampus, a key brain structure supporting learning and memory, has been 23 Descriptive statistics for study variables and correlations are presented in Table 1 and 233 As post-hoc analyses we tested each hemisphere separately with the same 249 covariates, including SES. In the DNS the effect was stronger and only significant in 250 the left hippocampus (LEFT: β=.109, SE=.039, p=.005; RIGHT: β=.024, SE=.036, 251 p=.503). In the UK biobank, the effect was also only significant in the left 252 hippocampus (LEFT: β=.022, SE=.010, p=.025; RIGHT: β=.018, SE=.010, p=.072). 253
Additionally, in the DNS we were able to test whether a DSM-IV diagnosis, as 254 indicated by a clinical interview, affected the findings. With the addition of a variablea covariate, the positive association of the IL-1β polygenic score with hippocampal 257 volume remained significant (β=.074, SE=.037, p=.047). 258
Discussion 260
Here we report that a polygenic score for circulating levels of the pro-inflammatory 261 cytokine IL-1β, based on summary statistics from a recent GWAS, is associated with 262 hippocampal volume in two independent samples: the DNS, which consists of high-263 functioning 18-22 year old university students, and the UK biobank, which consists of 264 45-78 year old volunteers. Contrary to our hypothesis, which was based on previous 265 research demonstrating that high IL-1β levels suppress neurogenesis (Goshen et al. In addition to our primary analyses of IL-1β polygenic scores and hippocampal 287 volume, we observed a weak positive correlation between IL-1β scores and SES in 288 both the DNS and UK Biobank samples. This positive correlation is also surprising, 289 as lower SES has been associated with higher levels of inflammation (Loucks et al., 290 inflammation. However, our current observation suggests the opposite direction may 292 also be possible (i.e., inflammation affecting SES), and may be of interest to future 293 research on SES and environmental risk. As noted above, however, we have no data 294 on circulating cytokines and the directionality of these links is speculative. 295
Although our study has several strengths, including the use of two independent 296 samples with markedly different characteristics (e.g., young university students versus 297 older community volunteers) and a GWAS-derived functionally informed polygenic 298 score, it is not without limitations. First, our analyses and findings are restricted to 299 non-Hispanic Caucasians. Future studies are necessary to determine whether the IL-300 1β polygenic score can be generalized to other racial and ethnic populations. Second, 301
we did not examine specific hippocampal subregions, such as the dentatge gyrus, 302 which may exhibit preferential sensitivity to variability in IL-1β signaling (Ban et al., 
